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ABSTRACT
The advance of scientific knowledge in various areas of molecular ecology has allowed the adoption of new
strategies, particularly in forest restoration. The fusion of multidisciplinary areas and the implementation of
management methodologies in order to get better results in forest restoration are current realities. In order to
review the main ideas about the role of molecular techniques in the service of ecology restoration, this paper
outlines how forest recovery can benefit from genetic and genomic plant population studies. The next challenges in
conservation genetics can be brought by the quest for more efficient forest restorations from the point of view of
biodiversity as well as the ecological dynamics as a whole. It is believed that in the coming years we will observe
integrated strategies in molecular ecology with specific methodologies for restoration in tropical forests.
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RESUMO
O avanço do conhecimento científico nas várias áreas da ecologia molecular tem permitido que novas estratégias
sejam adotadas, nomeadamente, na disciplina de restauração florestal. A fusão de áreas multidisciplinares e a
implementação de metodologias no sentido de buscar melhores resultados na restauração florestal são realidades
atuais. Objetivando rever as principais ideias sobre o papel das técnicas moleculares a serviço da restauração
ecológica, o presente trabalho traça como a recuperação das florestas pode ser beneficiada pelos estudos de genética
e de genômica populacional de plantas. Os próximos desafios na genética da conservação podem ser traduzidos por
desenvolvimento de projetos de restauração mais eficientes, seja do ponto de vista da biodiversidade como da
dinâmica ecológica. Acredita-se que nos próximos anos observemos estratégias integradas de ecologia molecular
com metodologias específicas para restauração de florestas tropicais.
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INTRODUCTION
The new Brazilian forest code was approved by
the national congress in 2011, when it had high
repercussion and occupied considerable media
time. The new legislation was sanctioned with
several vetoes by the president and new discussion
and votes in congress brought up a delicate
subject. In this great debate about the Brazilian
forests, we understood that policies should be
reviewed, giving goals and duties to reach
sustainability and preservation of our natural
resources. Moreover, such decisions brought to the
population the concern of how to deal with
resources and which goals should be targeted. For
many, the “Rio + 20” World Forum in 2012,
brought a few concrete actions of forest
conservation, but left profound environmental
questions to second plan to many governments.
The country has a high biological richness
(Giulietti et al., 2005; Vitule, 2012), which has
been unsustainably exploited over the years,
especially with the development of Brazilian
agriculture. The legal reserves, water springs
zones and other permanent preservation areas
bring benefits to all sectors, including
agribusiness. According to Galdolfi (2011),
discussion of this topic is vast and complex, and
legal reserves are a strategic and invaluable tool
for the economic, social, scientific and
technological development of Brazil.
The restoration of areas that have been degraded
by human activity is essential for the sustainability
of the environment and allows for the connection
of forest patches. Thus, it becomes necessary to
map priority areas for restoration and
conservation, aiming to establish a policy that
reconciles
agroecology
productivity
and
environment conservation (Rogalski et al, 2003;
Joly et al, 2010).
With the increasing demand for recovery and
management of these areas, it is essential that
theoretical concepts about the composition,
structure and functioning of tropical ecosystems
are undertaken for the construction of appropriate
technologies for these actions. Besides the concern
for forest restoration, it is also important to recover
the complex networks of inter and intraspecific
interactions and to make possible the long-term
conservation of habitats and organisms (Koskela et
al., 2003).
The fusion of concepts and practices of population
ecology and population genetics is essential to
guide the actions to be undertaken in the field of
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biology conservation (Kageyama & Gandara,
1998). However, despite the broad theoretical
basis for population genetics studies found in the
literature (Allendorf & Luikart, 2006), the
application to issues such as conservation and
management of natural populations disturbed by
anthropogenic factors is still recent (Lowe et al.,
2005), especially in Brazil (Kageyama & Gandara,
2004). More incipient are the studies on
restoration ecology to assist the definition of more
efficient strategies for reforestation of degraded
areas (Engel & Parrotta, 2001; Leopold et al.,
2001), especially as regards the restoration of
genetic diversity of tree populations (Rodrigues et
al., 2009). The use of molecular markers in
population genetics studies allowed the
development of a new way of analyzing
population patterns and relationships between
individuals of the same species. The Molecular
Ecology is showing up as a study area with several
applications, among them, the conservation of
species, ecosystems and forest restoration. The
purpose of this article is to underline how
Molecular Ecology can be applied to forest
restoration and what is the return of these
investments in the quality of forest restoration
projects.
Molecular biology in the service of forest
restoration
Molecular markers are one of the main tools in
Molecular Ecology studies. They are landmarks in
the chromosome, where it is possible to verify the
genetic polymorphism at the DNA level
(Grattapaglia & Ferreira, 1998). These markers are
used to understand the population’s genetic
diversity and structure, and also to determine the
reproductive system of these species, to test
hypotheses of migration patterns, and to
understand how the processes of gene flow and
genetic drift are affected due to landscape
fragmentation (Heywood & Iriondo, 2003;
González-Martínez et al., 2006).
In modern projects of forest restoration it is
essential to take into account the richness of
species and their genetic diversity, considering the
consequences of the level of genetic diversity
located in the target area. Thus, population
genetics is critical to the design and
implementation of any restoration project. It is
directly related to the population’s ability to
evolve in response to environmental changes and
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to adapt to the current environment in which it is
found (Falk et al., 2006).
Genetic effects resulting from habitat loss are
important factors to be considered in the study of
genetic diversity. Since the anthropic action on
forest areas usually reduces the size and number of
the populations, the effects of genetic drift over
them become more pronounced. Genetic drift is
the change in genetic composition of populations
as a result of chance. Common consequences of
habitat loss and isolation of forest fragments are
reduced genetic variability (He), smaller effective
population size (Ne), and the possible increase of
inbreeding (FIS) among loci (Hartl & Clark, 1997).
These genetic effects can have serious
consequences for plant populations, such as
reduced reproductive success and ongoing
population reduction (Nason & Hamrick, 1997).
Another important issue to be discussed is the
influence of deforestation on the genetic structure
of populations, i.e., how the populations of each
species are grouped considering their genotypes.
Knowledge of the population genetic structure is
essential to conservationists so that they can make
changes in magnitude and desired direction. The
replacement of the original vegetation by an
anthropogenic landscape, in most cases by pasture
or crops for agriculture, negatively influences the
ability of species dispersion and consequently
gene flow (Nm) between populations. In this
scenario, it is commonly observed the increase of
genetic structure (Hamrick, 2004; Haag et al.
2010), usually calculated by the estimator Ө (Weir
& Cockerham, 1984). From the viewpoint of
metapopulation, reduced gene flow between
demes increases the effect of stochastic events
such as genetic drift, which may radically reduce
the persistence time of species (Hanski, 1991).
Forest restoration is an important tool to minimize
the isolation of populations. If the restored areas
work effectively as a stopping point for pollinators
and seed dispersers, gene flow can be restored and
the effects of genetic drift can be slowed, i.e.,
reducing the loss of genetic diversity (Young et al.,
1996).
The current restoration model accepted by the
scientific community has an emphasis on the
recovery of ecological processes that lead to the
development of plant communities (Brancalion et
al., 2009). However, there is great concern about
the diversity of species, but little attention is given
to intraspecific diversity. Generally, seedlings
introduced in reforestation areas have low genetic
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diversity, because they come from few seed
matrices, which can generate the same negative
consequences of fragmentation (Brancalion et al.,
2009). Recent studies indicate that it is of vital
importance to select source populations with high
genetic diversity and collect a random sample of
seeds, respecting the minimum number of trees
(Kageyama & Gandara, 2000). For an effective
size of at least 50 individuals in the restored
population, it is suggested to collect seeds from at
least 12 matrices (Brancalion et al., 2009)
Even if forest restoration has been done with care
to maintain genetic diversity, it is also important to
note if this diversity can be maintained in the long
term, since there is a downward trend over the
generations. Inbreeding and fine-scale structure,
on the other hand, are the most immediate
indicators of the impact of the reduction in
population and the restriction of seed dispersal
(Lowe 2005).
The reforestation of degraded areas is critical
when considering the current state of
fragmentation of native ecosystems in the country.
Reed and Frankham (2003) found a significant
correlation between genetic variation and the
likelihood of long-term survival of a population
and that adaptability is reduced in small
populations due to genetic drift and inbreeding
depression. Considering the case of the Atlantic
Rain Forest, which was reduced approximately to
11.7% of the original area of the biome in
fragment areas (Ribeiro et al., 2009), forest
restoration based on studies of population genetics
can be seen as another tool for conservation.
Next challenges
Since the 1980’s it is understood that biodiversity
loss has been caused by man, and currently most
of the scientific community agrees that the main
challenge of this century is to prevent this loss of
diversity at different levels: genes, species and
ecosystems (Rands et al., 2010). Understanding
"what, where and how to save" has gained priority
in conservation biology, especially in species that
inhabit major threatened hotspots (Brandon et al.,
2005; Scheffers et al., 2012). Therefore, the
conservation of species relies heavily on the
concept of endemism, as well as the number of
existing species. These decisions are best viewed
using biogeographic methods that aim to
understand critically the patterns of spatial
distribution of organisms and respond to how these
patterns were formed (Carvalho, 2009).
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The rich native biodiversity of the state of São
Paulo, Brazil, is threatened by changes in
vegetation cover and effects of habitat
fragmentation (Tabarelli et al., 2005; Brancalion et
al., 2009). The Virtual Institute of Biodiversity
BIOTA-FAPESP is a research program that
focuses on conservation of biomes and one of its
missions is to identify priority areas for forest
restoration, with the goal of connecting forest
fragments of native vegetation and select areas to
create new conservation units (Joly et al., 2010).
Integrated into this program, our group develops a
contribution to the project entitled "Conservation
Biology of native Atlantic Rainforest with
phytotherapic potential: A genetic approach to
forest restoration." One objective of this research
is to understand the main differences between the
remaining areas and areas undergoing restoration
under the genetic point of view of some tree
species using molecular markers to evaluate these
differences.
With the development of microsatellite markers
for forest species in this project, diversity and
population genetic structure may be assessed.
Furthermore, the use of a large number of samples
and the application of markers such as AFLP,
SNP, among others, in order to obtain a larger
number of markers will, in an innovative way,
compare the genomics of populations from
degraded areas and forest remnants. The current
project is expected to evaluate a possible
methodology for enrichment of genetic diversity in
previously reforested areas and contribute strongly
to the field of molecular ecology applied to forest
restoration.
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